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Abstract 

In this paper, a traction system useful for an autonomous Electric Vehicle of individual use is described. The developed 

system is constituted in a first approach by two different power sources: one is constituted by batteries or by fuel cells, 

and the other by supercapacitors. This paper describes a technical solution joining and accomplishing the usage of two 

energy storage systems in the same traction system. In the developed system, the supercapacitors run as element that 

store energy temporarily and that can be used to retrieve energy. Starting from the functional characteristics of typical 

electrical vehicles and characterization of a typical routing profile, the energy consumption is obtained. In order to 

characterize and design the system, this is described in detail, namely the supercapacitors models, the battery, the power 

converters and the implemented strategy of control. According to the obtained results, a control strategy that allows an 

effective management of the stored energy in the system regarding the vehicle's optimal functioning and increasing its 

autonomy is also presented and discussed [1], [2]. 
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Introduction 

In the modern societies, the increasing needs of mobility means sometimes increasing the number of vehicles 

circulating. Ambient concerns, as for instance local pollutant emissions for the atmosphere, influence also, in nowadays, 

the technical decisions related with all kind of vehicles [3], [4]. In this context, new alternatives to the existing internal 

combustion engines are mandatory. So, vehicles with electric propulsion seem to be an interesting alternative. Starting 

from this context, this research describes a solution that was developed and studied to be applied in electric vehicles of 

individual use as bicycles. The solution proposes the combination of two sources of energy, batteries and 

supercapacitors, and two DC-DC converters. On board, batteries and supercapacitors store the energy. Anyway, the 

proposed topology considers that fuel cells should be used in two ways: replacing the set of batteries or to charge the 

batteries and the supercapacitors [5]. As it is well known, in the typical electric traction systems the batteries drive the 

high currents and in the worst situation drive the current peaks demanded by the load. As it is well known, this type of 

operation decreases strongly the autonomy of the vehicles for individual use. The continuous and random operation of 

electrical vehicles requires and claims for systems improving the autonomy and the performance of the available ones. 

In this situation, a solution to improve the battery behaviour and its time life is to replace temporarily the battery by 

another power source or, as in the developed solution, to supply the system using other power source when undesired 

and transient situations occur [4]. In this case, the load is supplied by the complementary energy source avoiding, at 
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least, deep discharges of the battery. The adopted solution uses supercapacitors, which drive the peaks of power 

required by the load [5], [6].   

 

Conclusion 

according to detailed study, it is important to point out that the proposed system has an appropriate performance in hard 

situations like high loads avoiding deep discharges of the batteries. Furthermore, it is also possible to adequate the 

algorithm of to the profile of the course and maximize the energy recovering. It is also important to refer that the 

running of the DC-DC converter either as buck or boost converters does not introduce perturbations in the system 

dynamics, in particular the vehicle speed remains constant.  This work reflects also the real perspective of integration of 

multi energy storage systems in a unique traction system. The proposed solution reveals adva ntages from the point of 

the viewpoint of the traction system concerning overload situations and avoiding an unnecessary over dimensioning of 

all system.  In the further work, the implemented power circuit (figure 3) will be analysed taking into account the 

amount of energy stored for unit of weight in the storage systems available and useful to these type of small vehicles. 
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